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March 5. 1991

TO:

St. Petersburg Faculty

FROM:

Harriet Deer. Chairman. Faculty Advisory Committee

The Faculty Advisory Committee requested a faculty meeting this
Friday, March 8. to discuss ways of implementing two aspects of
the governance document r;~e approved last year: evaluation of
faculty by an elected group of faculty, and methods of selecting
and evaluating coordinators.
Dean Bridges has sent to all of you his procedure for electing a
new faculty committee from which a subcommittee for annual
evaluations will be chosen.
The document is unclear about methods for selecting and
evaluating coordinators, stating merely that faculty will b_e
''consulted.''
The FAC would like to put in place a more definite
procedure.
As Dean Bridges' memo indicates, it seemed to us that
no change in coordinators should be made during the ne~-v dean's
f i:::-st year.
In fact, we believe there is no sentiment for
changing any of the present coordinators.
One reason we want to
.consider procedures now is that we can concentrate on appropriate
procedures without having to worry about personal conflicts.

Nevertheless, both selection and evaluation procedures need to be
devised.
VJe have never developed any provision for faculty
review of coordinators, a serious oversight given their increased
authority. In addition, the term "consultation 11 seems unduly
vague, :eav ing the campus dean ~.;i th almost no accountability to
the faculty in the matter of coordinator selection.
We have
tentatively discussed several alte~native methods for evaluation:
b)
c)

Conferences with the dean
Anonymous evaluations
Signed evaluations

We have also discussed se·veral al ternat i ..v.. es for
procedures when a new coordinator must be chosen:

a)
b)

c}

Nominations from the faculty
Nomination by the dean, follov-.;ed by
concerned faculty
Election by faculty groups

v-1ould
to discuss
suggestions on Friday.
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